**How To Geocache?**

Geocaching is a fun treasure hunt game that gets you thinking, problem solving, and having fun outside!

**A Geocache is an outdoor container filled with a small gift.**

**Tracksables** are items from Shop/Geocaching.com that want to travel to other geocaches. Not all geocaches have tracksables that you can exchange. Remember to take some geocaches have tracksables that you can exchange (remember to take

First to get the geocaching app or sign up on Geocaching.com.

Find a geocache in your area, click on it, and find it and sign

Next create a user name and set your real name.

Press the log button and log your find.

On May 1st, 2000 the first geocache was placed.

Geocachers in the U.S. A.

According to Legend, "Letterboxing" began in southwestern England in 1854 and has been found in various countries (even Antarctica). More than 642 million "Found It" geocaches worldwide. Geocachers are hidden in 191 different countries on seven continents. Did you know there are more than two million active geocachers worldwide?

There are five hundred thousand geocachers in the U.S. A!

Some cool facts to share:

- Tracksables inside the tracksable is supposed to get dropped off in a new geocache. When a geocache is found with a mystery wants to happen! When a geocache is sorted with a mystery wants to happen! The geocacher has a special mission for the geocacher that the

- Another geocache is a place holder to get dropped off in a new geocache. If the geocache is found with a mystery wants to happen! When a geocache is sorted with a mystery wants to happen! The geocacher has a special mission for the geocacher that the

- Tracksables are items from Shop/Geocaching.com that want to

- Geocaching is a fun treasure hunt game that gets you thinking, problem solving, and having fun outside!

**FAQ for new Geocachers:**

1. **What is the price of a geocache?**
   - No, geocaches are found everywhere typically in your own neighborhood!

2. **Are all geocaches hidden in the woods?**
   - No, geocaches are found everywhere typically in your own neighborhood!

3. **Where do I find the map to the geocache?**
   - On a GPS receiver works, too.

4. **How do I use the geocaching app?**
   - Also a portion of the map to the geocache or the map can be downloaded on a smartphone either on Geocaching.com.
First to find GeoCaching:

- Logbooks or online when logging cache finds is densest being the
- First to find, an account with 500 geocaching in physical cache.

If you don't find a cache:

- Did Not Find, an account used by geocachers to show that they
- Did Not Find, an account used by geocachers to show that they

The finding of your geocache:

The most difficult, our Geocache Finding System can be used to help set
most difficult. Our Geocache Finding System can be used to help set
environment: Therefore: a D/N TD raising would be the easiest
environment. Therefore: a D/N TD raising would be the easiest
challenge of finding a geocache, what turns escaping the physical
challenge of finding a geocache, while turning escaping the physical
geocachers are rated in two categories: each described on a 5-point
geocachers are rated in two categories: each described on a 5-point
difficulty & terrain or D/T

difficulty & terrain or D/T

GeoCaching Community:

Difficulties around the word. Learn more at www.geocaching.com.
Difficulties around the world. Learn more at www.geocaching.com.

CITO

Bring your finding or logbook in order to sign the cache logbook.
Bring your finding or logbook in order to sign the cache logbook.

BYOD

Travel Bugs and Geocachers:

Travel Bugs and Geocachers:

and its process can be followed on Geocaching.com. More about
and its process can be followed on Geocaching.com. More about
a unique code that can be distributed to anyone. The code is then
a unique code that can be distributed to anyone. The code is then

Also known as a Travel Bug! A Geocache tag with

Travelling Bugga:

These are some popular travel tags used in logbooks.
These are some popular travel tags used in logbooks.

Geocaching Lingo:

Geocaching Lingo: